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Earthquake and blood pressure
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Stress is induced by various environmental
factors. Although humans prepare for

stress by adjusting their internal physiological
environment, excess stress impairs the home-
ostasis of the individual. Environmental fac-
tors that induce stress are known as stressors.
Stressors affect individuals as perceived stress,
which varies in relation to individual differ-
ences (for example, genes, development,
experience).1 Perceived stress causes an emo-
tional response (depression, anxiety, anger,
hostility), a behavioral response (fight or
flight, insomnia, personal behavior, diet,
smoking, drinking alcohol, exercise) and con-
sequently a physiological response (Figure 1).
Allostasis is the ability to maintain stability

and homeostasis during external changes.
Allostatic load, which refers to the bodily
compensations made in the pursuit of allo-
stasis, causes physiological and pathophysio-
logical changes. Major allostatic responses
involve the sympathetic nerve system and
the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal (HPA)
axis (Figure 1). When these systems are
activated, catecholamines are released from
the adrenal medulla and from the sympa-
thetic nerves. The allostatic load triggered by
stress is normally shut off as soon as the stress
has passed, and the plasma levels of both
catecholamine and cortisol return to the base-
line level. Overexposure to allostatic load can
occur either because of hyperresponsiveness
or delayed recovery, inducing a hyperactivity
of the HPA axis and sympathetic nerves, and
ultimately leading to cardiovascular disease
on chronic phase (Figure 1).
An earthquake is a typical example of an

allostatic model, and associations between
exposure to earthquake and cardiovascular

disease (for example, coronary artery disease)
have been reported in Thessaloniki in 1978,
Newcastle in 1991, Northridge in 1994 and in
Hanshin-Awaji in 1995.2–5

Chen et al.6 showed that all participants in
the study demonstrated a nondipper diurnal
blood pressure change. This finding is very
interesting because it means that overexpo-
sure to an allostatic load caused a significantly
abnormal circadian rhythm. A natural disas-
ter (for example, an earthquake) can increase
the risk of cardiovascular disease through
increased blood pressure, an abnormal diur-
nal change of blood pressure, increased blood
viscosity and increased platelet and hemo-
static activation. It has also been reported that
ventricular arrhythmias were increased more
than twofold among patients with implanta-
ble cardioverter-defibrillators after the World
Trade Center attack on 11 September 2001.7

These events might be considered as cases of
overexposure to allostatic load.
Chen et al.’s6 report showed that blood

pressure level increased rapidly in their
patients after an earthquake, and remained
high until 6 h after the earthquake. Parati
et al.8 were the first to report a patient
undergoing 24-h ambulatory blood pressure
monitoring during an earthquake. Their
patient experienced an acute 20% increase
in systolic blood pressure and an acute 79%
increase in heart rate. Chen et al.’s6 report also
showed a markedly increased blood pressure
and heart rate. These two earthquakes
occurred in the afternoon. This raises a ques-
tion, what changes in diurnal blood pressure
would be observed if 24-h ambulatory blood
pressure monitoring were to be recorded
during an early morning earthquake, such
as the Northridge and Hanshin-Awaji earth-
quakes? We expect that an earthquake that
occurred in the early morning, when sympa-
thetic nerve activity is increased, might have a
greater impact on diurnal blood pressure
change. In fact, the number of cardiovascular

events after the Hanshin-Awaji earthquake
was significantly increased in the early morn-
ing and night.9 It has also been reported that
there was no statistically significant increase
in acute myocardial infarction admissions in
the San Francisco Bay Area on the day of the
Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989 (at 1704
hours) compared with those on the days
before or after the earthquake or compared
with those on the same day in 1990. In
contrast, there was a 480% increased risk
of admission for acute myocardial infarction
on the day of the Northridge earthquake in
1994 (at 0431 hours) compared with that on
the same date in 1990.10 Thrombotic factors
show a diurnal change, and coronary heart
disease deaths (myocardial infarction and
sudden death) occurred 1.8 times more
often at night (between 2300 and 0500
hours) and 1.4 times more often during the
morning (between 0500 and 1100 hours)
after the Hanshin-Awaji earthquake.9,11 The
combination of a nondipper blood pressure
pattern and diurnal change of thrombotic
factors might lead to a cardiovascular event.
Another interesting question is how long

the nondipper blood pressure pattern lasts
after an earthquake. Stress continues after an
earthquake because of the fear of an after-
shock. We previously reported three indivi-
duals who had white-coat hypertension and
who underwent 24-h ambulatory blood
pressure monitoring before and after the
Hanshin-Awaji earthquake. All developed
sustained hypertension, which persisted for
2 months after the earthquake. The mean
values of 24-h blood pressure, day blood
pressure and night blood pressure, which
were increased 2 months after the earthquake,
decreased 8–11 months after the earthquake
to values close to those before the earthquake,
and sustained hypertension did not con-
tinue.12 We observed an 18mmHg increase
in systolic blood pressure, and an 8mmHg
increase in diastolic blood pressure in hyper-
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tensives 2 weeks after the Hanshin-Awaji
earthquake,13 and the earthquake-induced
blood pressure increase was prolonged in
patients with microalbuminuria for at least
2 months after the earthquake.14 Kamoi
et al.15 showed that the mean systolic morn-
ing home blood pressure and the median
urinary albumin excretion rate increased sig-
nificantly within 3 months and returned to
the pre-earthquake level at 6 months, and
increased systolic and diastolic morning
home blood pressures were significantly asso-
ciated with urinary albumin excretion rate
increase in type II diabetic patients after the
2004 Mid Niigata Prefecture earthquake.
Urinary albumin excretion has an important
function in the progression of hypertension
after an earthquake, and the effect of this
parameter is greater than that of other hyper-
tensive organ damage. We also showed that
the plasma levels of a fibrin degradation
product (D-dimer) in well-controlled hyper-
tensives increased between 1 and 2 weeks
after the Hanshin-Awaji earthquake. Indivi-
dual differences in physiological recovery
from earthquakes remain unclear.
Changes in diurnal blood pressure after

an earthquake, which constitutes a major

stressor, show individual differences. Chen
et al.’s6 report is very important in this regard
because individual differences in diurnal
blood pressure after the Wenchuan earth-
quake were observed in 11 participants.
Although the mid/long-term changes in
blood pressure after an earthquake remain
unclear, it is important that blood pressure
control be decided by not only basing it on
clinic blood pressure but also referring to
home/shelter blood pressure to prevent
earthquake-related cardiovascular events.16

Although the efficacy of hypertensive medi-
cations (for example, b blockers) in amelio-
rating the hyperactivity of sympathetic nerves
after an allostatic load remains unclear, a
sudden and marked increase in blood
pressure and heart rate presents a risk of
cardiovascular events, even if the change is
transient. Therefore, physicians should con-
trol blood pressure by reference to changes in
clinic/home blood pressure chronologically
during and after the disaster.
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